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1. Introduction 
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The first decade of the current millennium can be aptly described as a 
"lost decade" of opportunity for poverty reduction in the Philippines, for at 
least two basic reasons. One has to do with the country's anemic economic 
performance. Income growth, which has been shown to be a robust 
determinant of poverty reduction in the developing world during the past 
three decades (Rava Ilion , 200 I; Do Ila rand Krnay, 2002; Deaton. 2005 ), has 
been quite low in the Philippines compared with most other developing 
countri es in Asiu and even among the country's ncighbori. in Southcnst Asia. 
The average annual growth of Gross Domestic Product (GDP). net of 
population growth. during the decade was 3.0 percent in the Philippines, 
while it was 4.2 percent in developing countJics of Asia and 4.9 percent in 
Southeast Asia (excluding Singapore). 

The other basic reason has to do with the persistently high inequity in 
access to incomes, assets, and opportunities. While it hus long hccn 
recognized that such inequity is a critical constraint to poverty reduction in 
the Philippines (Canlas ct al., 2009; ADB, 2009: Balisacan, 2003. 2007: 
NEDA, 2007). the decade saw no major initiatives beyond polit1cal rhetoric 
that could have improved the participation of the poor in an expanding, albeit 
slow. economy. In fact. disturbingly. the society's capacity LO transfonn 
whatever level of income growth to poverty reduction is remarkably weaker 
in the Philippines than in most Asian countries at broadly similar stages of 
economic development (Balisacan and Fuwa 2003; Balisacnn 2007: Habito 
2009). Put difTcrcntly, growth is less pro-poor (or less inclusive) in the 
Philippines than in the major developing countries of F.asl and Southeast 
Asia. 

The country's performance in poverty reduction is nclual ly even worse 
than what rhc official statistics indicate. As will be shown below in lhc 
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ccond section, the official practice in government\ statbt ical -;y-;tcm 
(hereafter referred to as official methodology) to trncking povert) 0' er 11mc 
tends to increasingly understate the extent of extreme po' erty Tlus arises 
mainly from the periodic downward revisions in poverty nonm (or real 
poverty line. ) used in gauging whether a person is poor or not poor The 
upshot i. that the official poverty data are not trictly comparable. What as 
known, as infonned by these data, about the country'!> performance vis-a-\ is 
the Millennium Development Goal (MDG) on poverty (hereafter referred to 
simply as MOG I) is thusquitedeeeiving. In other word , the official poverty 
statistics fall short of properly informing public policy :md govern:mcc 
concerning the progress, or lack of it, in achieving the country's commitment 
ofhalving, between 1990 and 2015, the incidence of poverty anc.1 hunger. 

What stymies the allainmcnt ofMDG l is likely to resonmc among the 
other M DGs. The coun try's poor economic record during the past two 
dccndes has constrained the government's fi cal spacl.! in increasing 'ipcnding 
in health. education, infrastructure. environment, and social protection. This 
has been aggruvated by the heavily biased di!-.tribution of economic and 
social services against the poor. Thi undcrinvcstmem in human 
development. in tum. constrnins the capacity of the economy 10 move to a 
higher but su<;tainablc and more inclusive growth path. Reducing inequity in 
access to investme111 in human development enhances both the qu:mtity and 
quality off uture economic growth. Fortunately. lessons from development 
experience in Asia and eL cwbcre come hand) in mforming "hot i1 take~ to 
foster a virtuous cycle of economic growth and poverty reduction . 

This paper re-assesses the country's pcrfonnancc vis-~1-vi:. the MDG on 
poverty and suggests strategic directions to achieve the M DG I targets. The 
first section bricny describes the goals, targets, and indicators pertaining to 
poverty and hunger, especially as these relate to the Philippine context. The 
second section then examines the quality of the government's poverty data. 
particularly on the consistency of poverty measurement over time and across 
space. In the third section, the papers turns to strategics and policy measures 
intended to speed up poverty reduction toward ci ttai11ing the M OG targets 
related to poverty and hunger. 

2. The MDGs, Philippine Commitments, and the Official Report Card 

By signing the United Nations Millennium Dcclarntion, the Philippines. 
along with other 188 nations, has committed to do its share in helping achieve 
a "world with less poverty. hunger and disease, greater survival prospect<; for 
mothers and their infants. better educated children, equal opportunities for 
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women, am.I a hcc1llhicr environment,. _: The commitment cnwib affirmatwn 
10 the eight Millennium Development Goals (MDU~). "hich prov1<lc the 
framework for conccned time-bound actions al both international and 
national levels lo achieve certain standards of human welfare and 
development. The set of MDGs includes 18 targets (21 since 2007), and 48 
(60 since 2007) specific indicators relevant to assessing progress over the 
period from 1990 to 2015, when targets arc expected to be met. 

The first MDG pertains to the eradication of extreme poverty and 
hunger. The targets arc to halve, between 1990and 2015, (a) the proportion of 
the population whose income is less than one dollar a day, (aow adjusted to a 
dollar tweoly five) and (b) the proportion of the population who suffer from 
hunger. Since 2008, the MDG monitoring framework adopted by member 
stmcs at the 2005 World Summit added a third target: to achieve a full and 
productive employment i111d decent work for all, including women and 
young people. Together. these tttrgets arc supported by nine indicators linked 
to progress monitoring. Table I lists the indicators cotTcsronding to each 
target. 

The MDG monitoring framework permits the u:.c ornmionall} Jdincd 
indicators for counlry-lcvel moniroring purposes. For insrancc, for 
monitoring country-level poverty trends. the f rnml!work advocates the u-;c of 
national poverty nom1s (poverty Lines). Moreovc1, not all the indicators arc 
equally relevant for all countries. In most cases, the limiting fac1or is lhc data 
availabl<; for the construction of natjonally rcprcscnlativc indicators. lt1 the 
Philippine case, since the Government started producing progress report~ on 
MDGs, 1 the focus of trad.ing efforts pertaining Lo povcny and hunger is a set 
of four indicators supported by periodic household surveys: ( I) propo11ion of' 
population with income below official poverty threshold; (2) proportion of 
population with income below official food threshold (also referred to :h 

subsistence threshold): (3) prevalence of underweight chi ldrcn under 5 years 
of age; and (4) proportion of households with per capita intake below I 00 
percent dietary energy requirement: The firs1 two pertains to povc11y, while 
the second 1wo to hunger. Departing from thl! poverty norm or unc dollar a 
day (in purchasing power parity), the Philippine Govl!rnmc11t uses poverty 
and subsistence nonns di ffcrcntiated by regions and (since 1997) province~ 

'About the :\lillennium Dc,clopmcnt Goals Indicators [http: h1tp.1 1mlgs.un.ur~ 1111\d mdgtl 
1 

fhe fir~t Ph1lippmc Progress Report cJme out in JanuJry :?OOJ fhc second and third 
report~ were released 1n June 2005 and Octobcr'.?007. re~pt:cll\cly The fourth Progrc!>!> 
Report 1s e~pc<:tcd to be released tn Seprember 10 I 0. 
• 111c fourth Progrc.,t. Report hJs already mcorpor.ucd 1nd1cators pcrt.11nmg w crnploy1m:nt 
(~l.:DA :?O IO, 
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and by urban and rural areas, as well as by survey year. As shown in section 3 
below, this has implications fo r the comparabil ity of povcny data over the 
years. 

For the poveny indicators, the data sources arc mainly the v:mous 
Family and Income Expenditure Survey (FIES) rounds from 1991 to 2006. 
Conducted every three years, these surveys arc undenaken by the 
government's primary statistical agency, the National Statistics Office 
(NSO). While the survey for 2009 has been completed, the data set is not yet, 
as of this writing, available for publ ic use. For the hunger indicators, the data 
sources arc the National Nutrition Surveys by the Food and Nutrition 
Research lnstitutc (FNRI). 

Figures I a to Id show the official poverty and hunger trends based on the 
four indic::itors. Table 2 summarizes the information on these trends, 
indicating the actual annual growth rates and the required annual growth 
rates to achieve the targets of halving poverty and hunger between 199 I (the 
earliest duta available for the early 1990s) and 20 15. The last column ofTablc 
2 indicates the chances of achieving these 1argets. given past pcrformuncc. 
As the data suggest, the country is, broadly. on it!> way 10 achieving the M DG 
I despite the uptick of poveny in 2006. The chance of halving the proportion 
of the population who~e incomes arc below the official poverty l ine~. 
between 1991and 20 15, i medium or average. And so arc the two indicJton, 
of hunger.' The chance is high for the indicator of extreme poverty (the 
proportion of population whose incomes are below the fooc.l thrc hole.ls). 

3. Revisiting the Official Poverty Data 

The government's approach to constructing poverty lines starts with the 
construction of representative food menus for each region (and, since 2003, 
each province) of the country. The menus, prepared by the Food and 
Nutrition Research institute (FNRl), consider local consumption patterns 
and sati sfy a minimum nutritional requirement of 2,000 calorics per person 
per day and 80-100 percent of recommended daily allowances fo r vi tamins 
and minerals. The menus urc pcriqdically revised prcsulllab ly to rcncct the 
results of the Food Consumption Survey by FNRJ. Evaluutcd a l loca l prices, 
the menus fo rm the .fbod poverty thresholds. The F:.imi ly Income and 
Expenditures Survey (FI ES) is then util ized to determine the average 
expenditure share of households whose incomes fo ll wi th in a 10-perccnt 

s It is cxlrcmcly unfortuna1c 1ha11hcre arc only cwo da1a poin1s ( 1993 nnd 2003) for 1nd1ca1or 4 
(the proportion of household-; w11h per capita intake belO\\ 100° u dietary rcquircmcn1). 
Although a na11onw1dc nu1r111011survey1s available for 2008. the rc.~uh) conccm111g this and 
related indicator.. hnvcnot been made 3\ ailable by the Food and Nu1r111011 Rc~c:irch ln,11rutc. 
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band around the food threshold. This share is used 10 divide the food 
threshold to come up with the poverty line (food plus nonfood thresholds}. 

When the objective of a poverty measurement is to inf'onn policy 
choices lbr reducing absolute or extreme poveny, or 10 monitor progress in 
reducing absolute poveny, an appealing property of 3 poveny nonn (or line) 
is co11s1s1e11cy, i.e., the poverty line is fixed over lime in tenns of a given 
living standard (Ravallion 1998; Deaton, 2006). Put differently, poverty 
lines constructed for various points in time must imply the same command 
over basic consumption needs. Similarly, for consistency of subgroup 
comparison, poverty Ii nes constructed for various subgroups must be fixed in 
terms of a given living standard. Thus, two persons deemed to have exactly 
the some st3ndard of living in all relevanl aspects but located in different 
regions wou ld have to be treated as either both poor or both not poor. 

A simple check to gauge whether the official poverty norms pass the 
consistency test is to compare the proportionate changes in the nominal 
values oft he poverty lines to the proportionate changes in consumer prices. tr 
the nominal poverty lines lag behind movement in consumer prices, i.e., if 
the initial poverty lines arc nm updated sutTicicn1ly to reflect actual changes 
in consumer prices. then the link between the nominal poverty lines and the 
living standard implied by the base poveny line is lo t. In other words, the 
resulting poverty lines imply livingstand:.irds difTcrcnt from the baseline. Jn 
Figure 2, the movement of the (normalized) poveny lines is contrasted with 
two indicators of price movement: the overall consumer price index {CPI) 
and the consumer food price index (CFPI}. One can argue that the latter has 
closer resemblance to price movements actually faced by the poor, since food 
usually t:lke a!) high a 70 perccntoftheir rotal expenditures. 

At least three observations can be made from Figure 2. First, food prices 
have risen al slower rate than overall consw11er prices. Hence, in updating the 
poverty lines for inflation, the choice of inflation fac tor can make a lot of 
difTerencc to the outcome of poverty comparison. Second, both oflicinl 
poverty and food I ines have moved in the same direction and at the same rate, 
although this is not surprising since the bulk (about 70 percent) of the total 
consumption expenditures making up the pove1iy lines arc food 
expenditures. And, third, adjustment in the nominal values of poverty lines 
has tended to lag behind inflation, especially since 1997, suggesting that the 
purchasing power (standard of living) of the initial poverty lines has tended 
to decrease over time. In other words, the official poverty estimate. based on 
these poverty lines arc strictly not comparable! 

Figures Ja and Jb show the implication of applying the consistency 
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principle on the estimates of poverty incidence and subsistence incidence, 
respectively. In Figure 3a, for consistency, lhe poverty norm applied in 1991 
(the baseline year for MDG monitoring) is appLicd throughout the period, 
i.e., lhe poverty lines are updated only for observed inflation based, 
alternatively, on the CPI and food CPI. As expected, poverty C!.timate..; for 
2000 and beyond would have been higher than what the officwl figures 
indicate, especially if the overall CPI is used 10updace 1he 1991 poverty Imes. 
Moreover, the consistent poverty estimates indicate an upward 1rend in 
poverty incidence since 1997, while the official poverty esiimates show 
continuous decline up to 2003. The series based on the food CPI also depicts 
a landscape marked by a sheer absence of poverty reduction between 1997 
and 2006. It thus appears chat between 1991 and 2006, the rate of poverty 
reduction was actually much slowe:r than what official figures show, the 
difference being mu inly due to the downward revision io the poverty norm, 
especially since 2000. The number of poor people in 2006 was 2.0 to 5.8 
million more than ofliciall y repotted. Finally, because the latest poverty 
figure based on the consistent series is substantially higher th::in thnt shown 
by the official estimate, the chance of achieving the poverty reduction target 
by 20 15 is not medium, as earlier shown in Table 2, but low to medium, 
depending on what inflation factor to use. 

Figure 3b reveals even more discrepancy. The onicial cstim::itcs -;how 
that the country's rate of extreme poverty reduction 1s fa tcr than the target 
rate (given by the MDG line), while the ahcmative estimates based on 
consistent application of a fixed subsistence norm ( con..;tant food thrc,hold..; l 
indicate a substantially slower rate of extreme po' crty reduction. B} 
effectively reducing the food thresholds (in real terms), the official csumatcs 
underreported the number of subsistent poor in 2006 by about 3.0 million. 
Given these estimate., the chance of achieving the MDG on extreme poverty 
is medium, not high as official figures in Table 2 suggest. 

It is interesting to note lhat the Social Weather Stations' (SWS) quarterly 
survey data on hunger generally corroborate the cxtn.:mi;-povcrty trend 
based on fixed poverty nom1.• Hous1:holds experi encing hunger, cxprl.!sscd 
as a proportion of total households, tended to increase since the beginning or 
the first decade of the millennium. What is even more disturbing is thut the 
upward trend accelerated a bit since around 2003. To be sure, the uptick in 
2008 and 2009 could be attributed partly to the successive effects of the 
global food and financial crises during this period. Mu pa ct al. (20 I 0) 
examined systematically the behavior of hunger incidence 111 rclalion 10 

•The que~tion a~kcd of suf'\ey respondents ms: "fn the l3St three mo111h-.. <lid 11 happen C\en 
once that your fom1ly c>.pcrh:m:cd hung.:r and 1101 have .m) thmg. to i:.11·1" I he Jara 'Crtl!\ 1~ 

available at the web)llC ofSWS ("'' \\.!>ws.org.ph'). Sec abo \1angah;1' (:?00<)) 
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food-price and underemployment shocks. Their findings suggest th:it a food
pricc shock 111 the current quarter exerts an upward effect on hunger 
incidence for u period of five quarters, starting with the immediate quarter 
aner the shock. An increase in underemployment. such as what occurred at 
the height of 1he global financial crisi., also causes hunger incidence to nsc 
but ih elTects la:.t for only two quarters, beginning \\ ith the immcdi:uc 
quarter :1 Iler the shock. 

The poverty trend:., especially since I 997, have pruH:n to be a pu//lc 
for scnous student:. of the Philippine economy. The country's GDP growth 
during the first decade of the new millennium was quite respectable, at least 
in relation to the preceding past two dlecades. Yet, mean incomes bused on the 
PI ES show a decline of 1.5 percent a year during the period in which du tu arc 
available (Ba lisacan cl al., 20 lO). Thtis appears to adequately explain for the 
virtual absence of poverty reduction during this period. The decline in 
income is not consistent, however, with the increase in GDP per capita, as 
observed from the National Jncome Accounts (NIA). Although there is 
circumstantial evidence indicating tlbat the NIA 1ends to overestimate GDP 
growth (Medall,1 •ind Jandoc, 2008; World Bank, 2009), nonetheless, income 
growth has been positive. But if growth has been positive and poverty is 
rising, this con only mean rhat inequality in the distribu1ion of income is 
rising, which is a serious concern considering that the country's income 
inequality is already very high compared with most other Asian countries. 
Indeed, there is likewise circumstamial evidence suggesting that the FIES i!'. 
inadequately covering wculthy households (World B•mk, 2009: Human 
Development Network, 2009: Balisacan, 20 I 0). Moreo"cr. Ducanes (20 I 0) 
has indicated that the FIES has been increasingly underestimating the now of 
household remittances. This has po1cnrially a substantial impact on estimates 
of poverty and income distribution. 

4. What Has to be Done to Achieve the Targets? 

Key to achieving the MDG 1 targcls, as well as the targets in most of the 
other MDGs, is rapid but sustainable and inclusive growth. Recent 
development experience presents clear evidence that every country that has 
chalked up signi ticant achieveme1ots in poverty reduction and human 
development has also done quite well in securing long-term economic 
growth (Bhalla. 2002, Kraay, 2006, Chen and Ravallion, 2008). Indeed, 
viewed from a long-1erm perspective (say, 20 to 30 years). there as an almo::-.1 
one-for-one correspondence betwec111 growth in the incomes of the poor and 
the country's average income growth. Recent episodes of growth (:md 
decline) in developing countries amidst globali1ation al o show this 
connection. allhough there arc cases of substantial departures from the 
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general trend. This correlation is not unexpected: economic growth is an 
essential condition for the generation of resources needed to sustain 
investments in health , education, infras1ructure, and good governance (law 
enforcement, regulation), among others. 

Viewed from this perspective, the Philippines' economic growth during 
the past 30 years wa · quite anemic, barely exceeding the population growth 
rate, which continued to expand rapidly at 2.3 percent a year for the pa t 
decade. While economic growth during the past decade quickened 'omcwhat 
(per capita GDP grew at an annual average of 3.0 percent), it can hardly be 
argued thut the Philippines has come close 10 the growth trajectories of its 
dynamic neighbors, where per capita GDP growth averaged 5.0 percent a 
year. Thus, shifting the economy lo a h·igher growth path-and keeping it there 
for the long haul-should be first and foremost on the development ogcndn. 

To be sure, placing economic g:rowth in the forefront of the policy 
agenda docs not al al I imply that nothing else apart from growth c:in be done 
to.lick the poverty problem. On the contrary, international evidence indicates 
that much can be done to enhance the poverty-reducing cfTects of growth . For 
example, some countries have beea more successful than others in reducing 
poverty, even oiler controlling for differences in income growth mtcs. J\s 
noted in section I, the response of poverty to economic growth in the 
Philippines, 1s greatly muted compared with other developing countries, 
panicularly those in East Asia. This observation is partly explained by the 
comparatively high inequality in incomes and produc1ivc as!>et' (including 
human capital) as well as inferior social protection infrastructure in the 
Philippines. 

Disturbingly, in the Philippines, the connection between growth and 
poverty reduction has become evea weaker in recent years. In fact, as shown 
in section 3, poverty increased in the midst of modest growth. One can ask: 
Can risi ng absolute poverty and respectable income growth co-exist for a 
long time? Recent economic history of nations suggests that economic 
growth without a "human face" (i.e., if not accompanied by poverty 
reduction) is bound lo be short-lived (Sachs, 2005). Sooner or later, growth 
wi ll be weighed down by rising destitution through such fami liar channels as 
soc ial unrest and low human capital fomrntion. Put differently, poverty 
reduction is good for sustained growth. 

Key to achieving inclusive growth is expan:.ion in access to economic 
opportunities, human development, s.o<.:ial services. and productive assets, 
panicularly by the poor. The underlying weakness of the Philippine economy 
lies in its anability to create productive employmcni opponuni11es for ih fa~t
growing labor force. The re ·ull is a ' 'cry sluggbh gro\' th an labor 
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productivity across all major sectors of the economy since the mid-I 980s. 
Even among those who arc employed, productivity is low compared with the 
country's neighbors' (World Bank. 2010). FurtJ1cnnorc, access to available. 
productive employment opportunities favors the rich (typically skilled) more 
Lh::in the poor(typically unskilled). 

In recent decades, international evidence suggests a strong connection 
running between agriculwrnl and rural development, on the one hand, and 
poverty reduction, on the other (World Bank, 2008::i, Timmer und Akkus, 
2008, Balisacan and fuwa, 2007). Agriculture i~ where most of the rural poor 
eke out a living. Fostering productivity growth in ngrieullurc is thus 
necessary to lifting rural inhabitants oul of poverty. However, for many or 
today's rural poor, the route out of poverty leads out of ugricu lt ure a I together. 
Non-agricultural wage employment, non-fann enterprises, and migra1 ion 
offer important pathways out of poverty. Enhancing the oflicicm:y of the 
labor market and social protection is thus essential to ensuring thtH migration 
is a boon rather than a bane to the poor. 

Evidently, location attributes (rural infrastructure, distance from centers 
of trade, land distribution, and local institutions) influence poverty reduction 
across the Philippine rural landscape. These attributes may well determine 
the "optimal pathways" out of rural poverty. For rural areas that arc well 
connected to rapidly urbanizing areas and where local institutions facilil:lle 
efficient trttn actions in the marketplace, including those concerning the use 
ofland resource~. non-agricultural employment and cn1crpri ... e development 
may well he the major pathway out of rural poverty. On the other hand. for 
niral areas quite distant from such centers. agricultural growth ii; expected to 
cont inue to play the larger role in poverty reduction. But even here, highly 
inequitable land ownership paltems constrain a broadly based distribution of 
the benefits or such growth. Jndccd, recent evidence (~ce World r3:rnk, 
2008b) suggests that lowering landholding inequality makes the growth in 
the agricultural sector more pro-poor. Land refo1111 aimed at crTectively 
redistributing land ownership may, therefore, be on crTective tool l'or 
strengthening the response of poverty to agricultural income growth in rnral 
arcus disadvantaged by relative remoteness from urbanized areas. 

lrwdcqualc human capabilities have often been the underl ying cause or 
poverty and inequality. In recent years, economic growth has fnvorcd the 
highly ski ll ed and educated (World Bank, 20 IO; ADO, 2007). Even in 
agriculture, which has been the reservoir of low-skilled labor, growth is 
increasingly anchored on higher levels ofbuman capabilit ics. 

Yet, the country's public spending on basic infrastructure. cducatmn. 
and health, whether seen in tcnns of share in GDP or Ill c:..pend11ur..: per 
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person. has been lagging well behind that of its East Asian neighbors (Work! 
Oank, 20 IO; Canlas ct al., 2009). To catch up with the e countries in term~ of 
poverty reduction and human development outcomes, the government has to 
simply prioritize spending on infrastmcturc and the social sector, especially 
on basic education. health and family planning services, and environment. 

The reform cfTon has to go beyond simply raising the level of public 
investment in basic infr:i tructurc and social services, particularly education 
and health. It has to be made pro-poor as well. The data indicate that the 
poorest groups in society have the least acce s to health. education. and 
family planning services (ADB. 2007; Quimbo Cl al.. 2008). Targeting or 
public spending must be improved so that poorer individuuls would receive 
proportionately more opportunities for publicly funded social services and 
infrastructure. 

The reform effort has to likewise include deepening the country's 
participation in the global marketplace. Contrary to fears expressed in 
various circles, globalization, defined broadly to mean interconnectedness of 
markets and communities across national borders, has been beneficial to the 
poor. Evidence indicates that in cases where globalization (in the more 
limited sense of openness-to international trade) has hurt the poor. the culprit 
has oflen been not globalization per se but the failure of domestic governance 
10 secure policy and in titutional reforms needed to enhance the efficiency of 
domestic markets and ensure a more inclusive access to technology. 
infrastructure, and human development. 

5. Concluding R emar ks 

Poverty reduction is a huge policy challenge for the Philippincl>. 
especially in view of the deterioration in the poverty landscape in recc111 
years despite modest gaini. in economic growth. Given this development. 
achieving the MDG targets on poverty wm not be a walk in the park. The big 
task ahead is to pursue a strongly inclusive development agenda in a regime 
where institutions arc initially weak, governance is fragile, and the external 
environment for global trade, finance. and overseas employment rcmuins 
fluid. 

Moving the country to a higher growth path resembl ing 1hose of its East 
Asian neighbors has to be high in the development agenda. This will require 
seriously addressing the critical constraints to private invcstmcni and 
growth, namely. (i) tight fiscal situation due largely to weak revenue 
generation, (ii) inadequate infrastrocturc, particularly transport and 
clcc1ricity, and (iii) weak investor confidence owing to governance concerns, 
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especially com1ption and political instability. 

At the same time, for economic growth to be inclusive, rcfonn 
initiatives aimed at reducing the highly inequitable distribution of 
development opportunities need to receive much more serious attention than 
mere lip service. It is this high inequality-higher than in most Asian 
countries-that has greatly muted the impact of economic growth on poverty 
reduction. High priority should be placed on access to education, health. 
infrastructure, and productive assets such as land. Toward this end, the 
various social protection and socia I safety net programs need to be 
comprehensively reviewed, with the aim of improving their govem:mcc. 
This would mean reducing leakage and administrative costs. eliminating 
redundancies and overlaps, exploi ting synergies across programs, and 
promoting sustainabili ty. 

The government's Conditional Cash Transfer(CCT) initia ri ve under its 
P:mtawid Pamilyang Pilipino Program (4Ps) appears effective as a vehicle 
for addressing short-term poverty and long-term human capital 
development. CCT programs are wid(:-:ly implemented in many developing 
countries, particularly in Latin America and, more recently. in Asia. 
As cssments of these programs show significant po itive impact on 
nutritional intakes. schooling performance, and reduction in poverty and 
inequality. Of all the government's current subsidy programs. the CCT 
initiative holds perhaps the most promise for breaking the vicious cycle of 
poverty and, hence, is a good candidate for upscaling toward a national anti
poverty program. Its potential is likely to be particularly high in areas where 
the provision of basic social services, such as schools and health facilities, is 
adequate and accessible. However, in areas where such provision is non
cx istcnt or highly inaccessible (as in many remote rural areas), CCT 
programs alone arc likely to have far more limited elTccts. To be elTcctivc. 
they need to be complemented by programs addressing the bupply-s1dc 
constraints to access of social services and economic oppo11unitic~. 
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Table I. MOG-1 Targets and Indicators 

Target 11 : I lalvc, he tween 1990 a 11rl 2015, tlte pto1wrtio11 o//1eople111/to.,·e 
income is less tlla11 011e dol lor a day ( 11011' mljusted ro a tl111/<1r 111•e11ri1 /i ve) 

I. Proportion of population below $1 .25 (PPP) per day 
2. Poverty gap ratio 
3. Share of poorest quintile in national consumpllon 

Target B: Achieve fi1/I and productfre employment and clecelll 11 nrk /01 all, 
i11cludmg women and young people 

4. Growth rate of GDP per person employed 
5. Employment-to-population ratio 
6. Proportion of employed people living below S 1.25 (PPP) rcr <.lay 
7. Proportion of own-account and contributing family workc~ in 

total employment 

Target C: Halve, het1l·ee11 I 990and 2015, the proportw11 ofµeople "'"" 
.rnffer from hunger 

8. Prevalence of' underweight children under-live yeur::. or ,1gc 
proportion or population below minimum lcw l or dietary 1.:ncrgy 
consumption 
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Table 2. MDG-1 Pace of Progress' Based on Official Data 

Baseline Cum:nt Actual Required Pace Probability 
lndicator level level annual annual of ofauaining 

(1991 ) growth growth progress• the largCt. 
rate rate 

TwgeJ 1 A. Hal~. ~l'Y.-een 1990 and 2015. the proportion of people whose 
income is less than the off rcial poverty line 

Proportion of population 45.3 32.9 -0.018 -0.021 0.876 Medium 
below poverty threshold (2006) 

Proportion of population 24.3 14.6 -0.027 -0.021 1.277 High 
below food threshold (2006) 

Target IC. Halve, between 1990 and 20 I 5, the proportio11 of people who !wj[er from hunger 

Prevalence of underweight 34.5 26.2 -0.013 -0.020 0.668 Medium 
children under-five years of (2008) 
age 

Proportion of households with 69.4 56.9 -0.018 -0.023 0.793 Medium 
!>CT capita intake below I 00'~ (2003) 
dietary requirement 

1 Following UNSlAP methodology, pace of progress is ratio of actual to targe1 growth 
rate. The chance of achieving ta1'.getby2015 is low, medium and high if the ratio is<0.5, 
between 0.5 and 0.9, and>0.9, respectively. 
SoWT:e: Au1Jior1~· estimates based on FIES, NSCB aflll FNIU 
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Figure la. Proportion of population below poverty thresholds 
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Figure Id. Proportion of households with per capita intake below 
I 00% dieta ry requirement 
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Figure 2. C PI trends vis-a-vis poverty and food lines (1991=100) 
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Figure 3. Proportion of population below poverty lines: official vs 
consistent estimates 
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